
AUDIO Long form Acting in the Digital Age  

NYU Seniors, 

Overview 

Record one of  your longer blog pieces or super hero bio as a long form audio 
piece. Objectives  

■ To learn to use your voice as a story teller.   

■ To master the use of  audio digital tools basics 

■ To Create Content For Your Website 

■ To enhance the creation muscle by seeing a longer project through to 
completion.    

Activities 

Based on your writings so far, chose a piece to adapt for long form audio 
entertainment. You may have to re-purpose the writing and edit some for the 
new format 

1. Make an audio recording of  your reading your piece as a  rough draft using 
your phone. In the text identify place that you could add sounds or a bar or 
music or two to enhance the impact of  story on the listener.  

2. Record additional sounds needed.  

3. Locate and download additional stock royalty free audio clips that you 
could use to enhance the listening. Garage band comes with a bunch of  
sounds as does iMovie.  

Professional Adaptations 

Master your the use of  your speaking voice.  Your writing and storytelling 
ability will be enhanced as you create content that you can use to submit 
yourself  for audiobooks and storytelling, podcasting opportunities.  As well as 
easily creating your own podcasts and audio content.  

Evaluation 

The work is evaluated on it’s artistic impact over all. The writing should reflect 
the tone and voice of  the artists. The story should have a basic arc that is 
satisfying as it reveals the inner qualities of  it’s creator. 

Materials 

  

Computer or ipad.  

Garage band or audio 
program . 

a quiet place to record 

a pop filter for mic 

a mic (suggested but optional 
if  not using phone as mic)  

Other Resources 

How to make a pop filter on youtube.  

David Sabella Mills Interview on iRoz 
App Link On Blog.  

Snap Judgement Podcast 

The Moth Podcast  
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